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Datasheet

Gain Complete Business Visibility
Add unstructured data analytics to your data warehouse & more

Cloudwick is an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner focused on delivering 
actionable intelligence from all data. Our consultants will work with your 
organization to understand your business and technology requirements and 
will provide you with a build or buy artificial intelligence solution that meets 
your organizations data analytic requirements.

Working with CLoudwick your organization can now easily analyze any
unstructured data stored by Docusign, Box, Google Drive, Dropbox, Call Center
call platforms, video cameras and more.

We specialize in developing Amazon data lakes that can support rapid 
adoption for both custom built Amazon SageMaker AI and the integration and 
development of AI analytic pipelines using the following managed AI services 
offered by Amazon:

Unstructured Data
AWS Artificial Intelligence
Easily analyze and search any document, pdf, 
image, contract, audio or video file

Personalize experience of your
customer with the same recommendation
technology used at amazon.com

Recommendations
Build accurate forecasting models
based on same Ml learning forecasting 
technology used by amazon.com

Forecasting
Add image & video analysis from your 
apllication to catalog assets, automate
media workflow, and extract meaning.

Image & Video Analysis

Amazon Personalize Amazon Forecast Amazon Rekognition

Use natural language processing to 
extract insights & relationships from
unstructured text.

Advanced Text Analytics
Automatically extract text & data
from millons of in just hours, reducing
manual efforts. 

Document Analysis

Amazon Comprehend

Turn text into lifelike speech to give
voice to your application

Voice
Easy build conversational agents
to improve customer service &
increase contact centre efficiency

Conversational Agents
Expand your reach through efficient &
cost effective translation to reach
audience in mutiple languages.

Translation

Amazon Polly Amazon Lex Amazon Translate

Easily add high -quality speech - to 
textcapabilities to your applications
& workflows

Transcription

Amazon Transcribe

Amazon Textract


